








Crusader	 historians	 and	 Byzantinists	 have	 traditionally	 not	 agreed	 on	 very	
much,	but	on	one	point	 they	have	generally	 seen	eye	 to	eye.	Crusading	origins,	
notwithstanding	the	role	of	Emperor	Alexios	Komnenos	in	manipulating	Western	
military	aid,	must	be	 sought	 in	 the	West,	not	 the	East.	 “The	origins	of	 the	First	
Crusade	 lay	 in	 developments	 that	 took	 place	 within	 Catholic	 Christendom,”	 as	












an ideology of liberation, and the aspirations of the laity to fulfil the requirements 
of	penances,	all	appear	to	have	combined	to	produce	the	crusade.
This	 synthesis,	 which	 explains	 neatly	 the	 incentives	 and	 aspirations	 of	 those	
who	 initiated	 and	 executed	 the	 crusade,	 makes	 sense	 of	 contemporary	 Western	
discussions	of	the	expedition.	Once	the	objective	of	Jerusalem	had	been	attained,	
the chroniclers could present it as a justified cleansing of the Holy City; as a 
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from bondage; even as a singular event in the history of human salvation. In so 

















northern French monks whose understanding of the expedition reflects a Benedictine 
spirituality	in	which	the	themes	of	pilgrimage,	penance	and	the	special	qualities	of	
Jerusalem figured significantly. Among the major chronicles of the crusade, Albert 
of	Aachen’s	stands	out	for	his	quite	different	view	of	the	origins	and	meaning	of	
the	expedition.	According	to	Albert,	an	appeal	for	military	help	from	the	West	was	







by	 the	wicked	deeds,	he	sought	out	 the	patriarch	of	 the	holy	church	of	Jerusalem.	He	
asked why the patriarch allowed gentiles and wicked men to defile the holy places, and let 
the	offerings	of	the	faithful	be	carried	off,	churches	be	used	as	stables,	Christians	beaten	
up,	holy	pilgrims	robbed	by	excessive	fees	and	distressed	by	the	many	violent	acts	of	the	
infidels. The patriarch and venerable priest of our Lord’s Sepulchre heard what Peter had 
to	say	and	uttered	a	holy	and	tearful	reply:	“O	most	faithful	of	Christians,	why	do	you	
reproach me about these things and make things difficult for our fatherly care, when our 
strength	and	power	may	not	be	reckoned	more	than	a	poor	ant’s	against	the	tyranny	of	so	
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beside me and as long as life is vouchsafed to me, I shall return and seek out first of all the 
pope,	then	all	the	leaders	of	Christian	peoples,	kings,	dukes,	counts	and	those	holding	the	
chief	places	in	the	kingdom,	and	I	shall	make	known	to	them	all	the	wretchedness	of	your	
servitude and the unendurable nature of your difficulties. Meanwhile it is right that all 
these	things	of	which	we	have	spoken	should	be	seen	so	that	they	may	be	dealt	with.”7
Partly	 because	 this	 cause-and-effect	 account	 of	 the	 origins	 of	 the	 crusade	
leaves	 little	 room	 for	 papal	 initiative,	 and	 partly	 because	 of	 his	 later	 behaviour,	
the	Benedictine	chroniclers	largely	either	discarded	Peter	or	sought	to	ridicule	his	
role	on	the	expedition.8	Nevertheless,	this	version	of	the	origins	of	the	crusade	held	




he was a more important figure than the prevailing historiography of the crusades 
has	allowed.0	In	particular,	Jean	Flori	has	re-opened	the	whole	question	of	Peter’s	
role	by	arguing	 that	 the	Albert/Chanson d’Antioche version of events reflects an 
early	laicization	of	the	“monastic”	account	privileged	by	the	French	Benedictine	
chroniclers.	 An	 important	 development	 is	 the	 recognition	 that	 the	 historical	
veracity	 of	 Peter’s	 pilgrimage	 to	 Jerusalem	 can	 be	 upheld	 by	 an	 independent	
source.
Even	 this	 revisionism,	 however,	 has	 sidestepped	 the	 crucial	 question	 of	 how	
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community,	who	sees	how	Peter	can	be	put	 to	 the	service	of	 that	community	by	
taking	an	appeal	back	to	the	West.	Albert’s	account	thus	replaces	Alexios	Komnenos	













–	or	might	have	 represented	 themselves	as	being	–	 in	need	of	“liberation”	 from	
the	Turks.	The	tendency	has	been	to	view	the	Seljuq	conquest	of	the	mid-eleventh	







seen as a temporary phenomenon; it [sic]	 was	 soon	 replaced	 by	 a	 return	 to	 the	




indigenous	Christians	perceived	 themselves	as	 suffering.	Do	 the	 sources	written	
from	the	perspective	of	Christians	in	the	East	allow	us	to	sustain	the	notion	of	a	
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that	 Jerusalem	and	 the	 Judaean	monasteries	provided	“the	most	 active	centre	of	
Greek	culture	 in	 the	eighth	century”7	–	began	 to	break	down.	External	political	
changes	in	the	Islamic	world	signal	a	change	in	the	Christian	sources	in	the	ninth	
century.	The	most	damaging	of	these	was	the	series	of	wars	of	succession,	known	






narrative,	the	Passio SS XX martyrum laurae S.Sabae.9	In	808/9	an	Abbasid	war	
is	recorded	in	the	Chronographia	of	Theophanes	as	having	caused	destruction	to	
churches	 in	 Jerusalem,	 to	 the	 laurae	of	Sabas	 and	Chariton	and	 the	coenobia	of	
Euthymios	and	Theodosios.0	A	few	years	later,	in	83,	the	same	chronicle	reports	
the flight of Palestinian Christians, both laity and monks, to Cyprus, as a result 
of the continuing anarchy. Specific mention is made of insults to the Anastasis 
Church	(“the	venerable	places	of	the	holy	Resurrection,	of	Golgotha	and	the	rest”),	
to	damage	caused	to	St.	Sabas	and	St.	Chariton	and	other	desert	monasteries,	and	





in ca. 814 by the Palestinian George the Synkellos, a monk of Chariton who fled 
to	the	imperial	capital	and	settled	at	the	monastery	 f	the	Chora,	which	had	been	
given	by	the	emperor	to	Palestinian	refugees.	It	is	clear	from	the	Chronographia 
not	 only	 that	 a	 vibrant	 Greek-speaking	 culture	 was	 still	 part	 of	 Judaean	 desert	
monasticism	in	the	early	ninth	century,	but	that	one	element	of	this	culture	was	the	
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of refugee monks that included George himself; the future abbot of Chora, Michael 
the Synkellos; and the Graptoi brothers, both former monks of the Spoudaion (the 
monastery	attached	to	the	Anastasis	church),	who	had	been	sent	to	Constantinople	









and Athanasia were forced to flee their native island of Aegina as a consequence 
of	the	Arab	conquest	of	the	80s	–	Athanasia	having	been	widowed	only	sixteen	
days	after	her	marriage.	Both	subsequently	became	nuns.	Theoktiste	was	captured	
by	Arab	pirates	and	escaped	 to	 lead	a	 life	of	 solitary	asceticism.	A	 large	part	of	
her	Life	concerns	the	story	of	how	her	prayers	foiled	the	attempt	of	Nisr,	the	Arab	










the	 pagan	 Romans	 of	 the	 literature	 of	 martyrdom	 in	 the	 early	 Church.	 It	 seems	
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inescapable,	 however,	 that	 a	 threat	 to	monasticism	 in	 the	 eastern	Mediterranean	
appears as a significant element in Orthodox anti-Muslim writing of the eleventh 
and	twelfth	centuries.	This	is	not	to	say	that	it	was	ever	the	deliberate	and	sustained	




to assess this properly, it will be necessary to establish more firmly an indigenous 




that	 takes	 its	 frame	 of	 reference	 from	 polemical	 confrontations	 with	 Islam.	 In	






High made holy, God has allowed the infidels to rule it.7
The	Life of Theodore	of Edessa	 tells	 the	 story	of	 a	monk	of	 the	 Judaean	desert	
monastery	 of	 St.	 Sabas	 and	 his	 younger	 relative	 in	 the	 monastery,	 Michael	 the	
Sabaite, who became one of the first martyrs in the confrontation with Islam. 
Michael,	 while	 in	 Jerusalem	 selling	 the	 products	 of	 the	 laura’s	 manual	 labour,	
unwittingly	attracted	the	attentions	of	the	wife	of	the	king	of	the	Persians,	and	was	
brought	to	the	court.	He	refused	both	seduction	and	conversion	to	Islam,	but	after	
triumphing	 in	a	debate	about	 the	 respective	merits	of	 the	 rival	 religions,	he	was	
beheaded	 to	prevent	 his	 victory	 from	undermining	 the	dominant	 religion.	Later,	
Theodore	 himself,	 having	 become	 bishop	 of	 Edessa,	 pleaded	 with	 the	 caliph	 in	
Baghdad	 for	 the	 recovery	 of	 the	 possessions	 and	 rights	 of	 his	 bishopric.	 In	 the	
course	 of	 this,	 he	 was	 able	 to	 cure	 the	 caliph	 al-MaÞmun	 of	 a	 dangerous	 illness	
by	giving	him	dust	from	the	Holy	Sepulchre	mixed	with	water.	As	a	result	of	the	
cure,	 the	caliph	converted	 to	Christianity.8	The	Life	 survives	 in	both	Greek	and	
Arabic	versions,	and	identifying	its	authorship	is	a	complex	but	crucial	matter	for	
7	 Translated by Sidney Griffith, “The Life of Theodore of Edessa: History,	 Hagiography	 and	
Religious	Apologetics	 in	 Mar	 Saba	 Monastery	 in	 Early	Abbasid	 Times,”	 in	 The Sabaite Heritage,	
ed.	Patrich,	pp. 7–69,	at	p.	6,	 from	Sinai	Arabic	MS	538,	 f.	5v	and	Paris	Arabic	MS	7,	 ff.	
69v–70r.
8	 Griffith, “The Life of Theodore of Edessa”, pp. 148–52. See also Sidney Griffith, “The Monk in 
the	Emir’s	Majlis: Reflections on a Popular Genre of Christian Literary Apologetics on Arabic in the 








at St. Sabas by Basil, bishop of Emesa (d. 860), but Sidney Griffith plausibly 
argues	both	 that	 it	was	 in	 fact	written	 considerably	 later,	 dating	 rather	 from	 the	
tenth	century,	and	that	its	place	of	origin	was	Constantinople,	where	a	Palestinian	
“émigré	monastic	milieu”	was	still	active.9	Indeed,	he	supports	Armand	Abel	in	
connecting	 the	composition	 to	 the	campaigns	of	Byzantine	emperors	 in	Syria	 in	
the	 last	 quarter	 of	 the	 tenth	 century.30	 In	975,	Emperor	 John	Tzimiskes	 invaded	
Syria	and	secured	tribute	from	the	ruler	of	Damascus.	Although	it	is	unlikely	that	
it	was	his	real	intention,	a	letter	from	the	emperor	to	the	Armenian	ruler	Ashot	III	
(953–77),	preserved	 in	 the	chronicle	of	Matthew	of	Edessa,	boasts	not	only	 that	
the	imperial	army	had	traversed	the	Galilee	region,	but	also	that	he	had	designs	on	
the	 reconquest	 of	 Jerusalem.3	 Clearly,	 Byzantine	 military	 attempts	 to	 subjugate	
Syria	were	accompanied	by	 the	dissemination	of	 texts	designed	 to	appeal	 to	 the	
indigenous	 Christian	 populations	 of	 Syria	 and	 Palestine,	 and	 to	 remind	 them	 of	
Byzantine	claims	to	political	authority	in	the	region.
That such reminders were necessary is demonstrated by Griffith’s examination 
of	 the	Arabic	version	of	 the	Life of Theodore of Edessa	 and	 its	 literary	context. 
Written	 after	 the	 Greek	 version,	 the	 Arabic	 version	 is	 subtly	 different	 in	 its	
approach	to	the	relationship	between	indigenous	Christians	and	Muslims.	It	is	one	
of	 about	 sixty	Palestinian	Christian	 texts	 that	 survive	 in	Arabic	 from	 the	period	
stretching from the mid-ninth century to the end of the tenth, and which, Griffith 
argues,	 represent	 a	 distinctive	 “Melkite”	 (Palestinian	 Greek	 Orthodox)	 cultural	
identity	created	in	the	desert	monasteries.3 For Griffith, a principal characteristic 
of	this	Melkite	heritage	is	the	placing	of	Jerusalem	at	a	“constant	point	of	spiritual	
and	 intellectual	 reference.”33	The	Arabic	version,	 composed	at	St.	Sabas,	 is	 less	
obviously	 polemical	 than	 the	 Greek,	 but	 instead	 “highlights	 the	 importance	 for	
the	 ‘Melkite’	 community	 of	 the	 monasticism	 of	 Mar	 Saba	 monastery,	 and	 of	
Jerusalem.”3 The text is designed to assert not only the salvific qualities of the 
shrines	through	miracles	such	as	that	performed	by	Theodore	for	the	caliph,	but	also	
the	authority	of	the	Church	of	Jerusalem	and	the	monastery	of	St.	Sabas	to	represent	
orthodox doctrine. This was particularly significant given the loss of such authority 
by the patriarch of Constantinople. As Griffith has pointed out, Melkite orthodoxy 
9	 Griffith, “The Life of Theodore of Edessa,”	pp.	53–55.
30	 Armand	Abel,	“La	portée	apologétique	de	la	‘Vie’	de	St.	Théodore	d’Edesse,”	Byzantinoslavica	
0	(99),	9–0
3	 P.E.	Walker,	“The	‘Crusade’	of	John	Tzimisces	 in	 the	Light	of	New	Evidence,”	Byzantion	7	
(977),	30–7,	with	extracts	from	the	letter	at	39-0
3	 On Arabic Christian literature in the Judaean monasteries, see the many articles of Sidney Griffith, 
collected	in	his	Arabic Christianity in the Monasteries of Ninth-Century Palestine	(London,	99).	
33	 Sidney Griffith, “What has Constantinople to do with Jerusalem? Palestine in the Ninth Century: 
Byzantine	Orthodoxy	in	the	World	of	Islam,”	in	Byzantium in the Ninth Century: Dead or Alive?	ed.	
Leslie	 Brubaker,	 Papers	 from	 the	 Thirtieth	 Spring	 Symposium	 of	 Byzantine	 Studies,	 Birmingham,	
March	996	(Aldershot,	998),	p.	85.











the	questions	that	beset	the	capital.	In	the	Arabic	version	of	the	Life of Theodore of 
Edessa,	the	safeguard	of	Melkite	orthodoxy	is	the	presence	of	the	Holy	Sepulchre	
itself.	After	 bemoaning	 the	Arab	 conquest	 of	 Jerusalem	 in	 the	 seventh	 century,	
the	Life continues:	“Many	miracles	appeared	at	that	time	at	the	Holy	Sepulchre,	the	
giver of life. They baffled the assembly of infidels and silenced their mouths … The 
report	of	the	signs	and	miracles	spread	abroad	and	reached	all	the	inhabited	corners	
of	the	world.”35	









(911–59), provides further evidence of the difficulties experienced by indigenous 
Christians	in	maintaining	worship	at	the	Anastasis.38	Niketas	reported	that	on	Holy	
Saturday	 a	 visiting	 emir	 from	 Baghdad	 announced	 that	 he	 had	 come	 to	 prevent	
the holy fire ceremony from taking place, on the grounds that the Christians were 
using mechanical artifices to fake a miracle and thereby to proselytize among the 
Muslims.	 The	 patriarch	 protested	 that	 the	 lamps	 truly	 were	 lit	 by	 the	 breath	 of	
God,	and	was	eventually	permitted	to	proceed	with	the	ceremony	on	payment	of	
a special tax of 7,000 gold pieces. But when the first reports of the descent of the 
fire spread, Muslims as well as Christians were to be found in the Anastasis. In that 
year,	according	to	Niketas,	the	miracle	took	a	particularly	special	form.	Whereas	
normally	 a	 single	 lamp	 appeared	 to	 have	 been	 lit	 by	 divine	 intervention,	 from	
which	the	other	lamps	were	then	lit	by	the	clergy,	on	this	occasion	all	the	lamps	
35	 Quoted by Griffith, “The Life of Theodore of Edessa,”	p.	6,	 from	Sinai	Arabic	MS	538,	 f.	
5v.
36	 Itinerarium Bernardi monachi Franci, in	 Titus	 Tobler	 and	 Auguste	 Molinier,	 Itinera 












spontaneously took flame, and the visiting emir, who was present in the gallery, was 
a	witness	to	the	miracle	he	had	denied.	
The holy fire ceremony emphasized the links between the Church of the Holy 
Sepulchre	 and	 Palestinian	 monasticism.	 Monks	 of	 the	 Spoudaion	 monastery	
participated	in	the	ceremony,	and	monks	from	St.	Sabas	were	present	among	the	
faithful	who	hung	their	lamps	around	the	Sepulchre	itself.39	Moreover,	the	ceremony	





negotiating	 its	 continuing	 security	 in	 an	 Islamic	 state.	 In	 the	 letter	 of	 Niketas,	




identity	 was	 emerging,	 in	 which	 the	 Holy	 Sepulchre	 not	 only	 provided	 a	 focal	
point	for	the	continuity	of	traditional	forms	such	as	desert	monasticism,	but	also	
enabled the creation of new forms, such as the holy fire ceremony, in order to meet 
challenges	from	the	religion	of	the	dominant	regime.
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Papadopoulos-Kerameos	from	Jerusalem	Greek	Orthodox	Patriarchate	MS	3	in	Analekta Ierosolymitikes 
Stachyologias, II	(Jerusalem,	89),	–5	(see	6–6	for	the	role	of	Spoudaion	monks	at	Good	Friday	





	 yahya	 ibn	 Said,	 ed.	 and	 trans.	 Ignaty	 Kratchkovsty	 and	 Alexander	 Vasiliev,	 in	 Patrologia 






to churches and monasteries were confiscated, and the civil service in Cairo 
was	 purged	 of	 Christians.3	 In	 009,	 al-Hakim	 demanded	 the	 destruction	 of	 the	
church	 of	 the	 Blessed	Virgin	 in	 Damascus	 (over	 which	 he	 had	 no	 control),	 and	
himself	 destroyed	 and	 looted	 the	 churches	 of	 St.	 Mary	 Quntarah	 and	 St.	 James	
in	Cairo.	The	 tombs	 in	 the	 church’s	 cemetery	were	 looted	 and	 the	bones	of	 the	



















































to	 the	 continued	 persecution	 of	 Christians,	 he	 refers	 to	 the	 “true	 believers	 who	
lived	 in	 Bethlehem	 and	Tekoa.”5	This	 rather	 obscure	 reference	 can	 surely	 only	
mean	the	indigenous	monastic	communities	of	the	Judaean	desert.	Tekoa	(Khirbat	
at-TuquÞ), about four miles south-east of Bethlehem, had been identified since at 
least	 the	 fourth	 century	 as	 the	 birthplace	 and	 burial	 site	 of	 the	 prophet	Amos.53	
Although	it	was	close	to	the	early	desert	monasteries	of	Chariton	and	to	Sabas’s	
New	Laura,	it	was	not	itself	a	monastic	site.	Nevertheless,	William	of	Tyre	knew	
that Christian villagers from Tekoa had aided the first crusaders, and the place 
came	to	be	associated	by	Western	pilgrims	in	the	twelfth	century	with	the	“twelve	
prophets”	of	the	Old	Testament.5	William	must	have	used	it	to	refer	generally	to	
Judaean desert regions where monasticism flourished. 
Another	Greek	account	of	the	events	of	009	is	found	in	the	Life of Lazaros of 
Mt. Galesion	by	Gregory	the	Cellarer.55	Lazaros,	a	native	of	Lydia,	became	a	monk	
in ca. 984 and after a spell as a solitary in Attalia, fulfilled a desire to make the 




as	 the	 result	of	a	heavenly	call	 to	 return	 to	Asia	Minor	 in	order	 to	 found	a	new	
monastery	in	his	native	land,	but	the	context	in	which	the	episode	is	described	is	the	
persecuting regime of al-Hakim. Lazaros’s flight is described as part of a general 
exile	 of	 Christians	 from	 Palestine,	 and	 their	 dispersal	 throughout	 the	 Byzantine	
Empire,	as	the	Agarenes	“laid	waste	to	almost	the	whole	civilised	world.”56	In	the	
50	 Ibid.,	 .6,	 pp.	 3–.	 There	 is	 some	 corroboration	 from	 a	 western	 monastic	 chronicle	 for	
allegations	of	 continued	disruption	of	Christian	worship	 in	 Jerusalem	even	after	 al-Hakim.	Hugh	of	
Flavigny’s	account	of	the	pilgrimage	of	Richard,	abbot	of	Saint-Vannes	in	06–7	reports	that	a	jeering	
crowd	threw	stones	at	the	congregation	during	the	Easter	Mass, Chronicon,	,	,	in	MGH	8:396.	
5	 WT, prol, p. 100; Peter Edbury and John Rowe, William of Tyre, Historian of the Latin East	
(Cambridge,	988),	pp.	–5.
5	 WT,	.6,	p.	.
53	 Denys	 Pringle,	 The Churches of the Crusader Kingdom. A Corpus. Vol II. L–Z	 (Cambridge,	
998),	pp.	37–50.
5	 WT,	8.7,	p.	39.
55	 The Life of Lazaros of Mt. Galesion,	an Eleventh Century Pillar Saint, ed.	and	trans.	Richard	P.	









to	Gregory’s	Life, the first action was to remove the gold cross from the top of the 
dome	of	the	Anastasis.	The	destruction	of	the	church	and	shrine	was	then	carried	
out.	During	the	process	of	smashing	the	shrine,	jewellery	and	coins	that	had	been	
placed	 in	 the	wall	during	 its	construction	 in	 the	 time	of	Constantine	and	Helena	











off by the monks when he realized how difficult the job would prove.59	The	Life 
of Lazaros,	besides	the	general	comment	about	the	killing	of	monks,	mentions	two	
specific incidents that indicate the difficulties in which Palestinian monks found 






Life of Lazaros adopts	a	distinctly	polemical	 tone.	The	soldiers	ordered	 to	carry	




on	 Patmos.6	 Christodoulos’s	 career	 mirrors	 that	 of	 Lazaros	 a	 generation	 or	 so	
earlier,	but	whereas	Lazaros	 left	Palestine	 in	 the	face	of	al-Hakim’s	persecution,	
Christodoulos, also a monk of St. Sabas, fled from the Seljuq invasion of the mid-




60	 Life of Lazaros,	pp.	98,	0–5.
6	 Ibid.,	p.	0.








all	 regions	 of	 Palestine,	 and	 spread	 like	 a	 monstrous	 hailstorm,	 with	 a	 baneful	
rattling	 and	 gibbering,	 destroying	 and	 annihilating	 the	 whole	 Christian	 society	
… I removed from thence, expelled, as it were, and driven out by the barbarian 
phalanx …”63	Having	settled	at	Mount	Latros	in	western	Asia	Minor,	Christodoulos	
was then forced to flee once again from the Seljuq advance in the 1070s – “The 
right	arm	of	 the	Persians,	 the	 ferocity	of	 the	Turks,	 that	wiped	out	 the	whole	of	
the	 east	 and	 devastated	 it	 cruelly.”6	 Subsequently	 the	 community	 on	 the	 island	








to a monk at St. Sabas, he complained of the difficulty of acquiring or lending 
books	at	a	time	when	the	“Persians”	were	devastating	the	Roman	lands	of	the	East,	
forcing	many	into	exile.66	The	Pandekts was	written	during	the	reign	of	Constantine	





milieu	 (if	 one	 can	 include	 the	 Life of Lazaros in	 this	 bracket)	 make	 no	 attempt	
to	distinguish	between	 the	Fatimids	and	 the	Seljuqs,	 so	 far	as	 the	effect	of	 their	
aggression	against	monasticism	is	concerned.	Gregory	the	Cellarer,	writing	in	the	
latter	half	of	the	eleventh	century,	in	describing	the	Fatimids	uses	language	markedly	









66	 Nikon,	Pandekts,	ed.	from	J.-B.	Cotelier,	Ecclesiae graecae monumenta,	III	(686),	in	PG	7,	
cols.	53–6.
67	 Irénée	Doens,	“Nicon	de	la	montagne	noire,”	Byzantion 24 (1954), 131–40; Joseph Nasrallah, 
“Un	auteur	antiochien	du	XIe	siècle:	Nicon	de	la	Montagne	Noire	(vers	035-début	du	XIIe	s.),”	Proche-
Orient Chrétien 9	(969),	50–6.	
68	 The Rule of Neilos,	VII,	trans.	Nicholas	Coureas,	in	The Foundation Rules of Medieval Cypriot 









Palestinian	 desert	 monasticism	 had	 from	 its	 origins	 been	 closely	 tied	 to	 the	
church	on	 Jerusalem.70	The	 role	played	by	Sabas	 in	 the	direction	of	 the	Church	
of	 Jerusalem	 in	 the	 early	 sixth	 century	 is	 well	 known.	 The	 ethnic	 pluralism	 of	
the	desert	monasteries	in	this	period	can	be	explained	in	part	by	the	relationship	
between	the	monasteries	and	the	shrines	of	the	holy	city,	which	had	drawn	many	
monks	 initially	 as	 pilgrims.	 In	 the	 tenth	 and	 eleventh	 centuries,	 pilgrimage	 to	
Jerusalem	was	still	a	factor	 in	the	recruitment	of	Greek-speaking	monks	such	as	
Lazaros	and	Christodoulos.	Moreover,	the	Anastasis	Church,	the	magnet	that	drew	
such pilgrims, also acted as a recruiting office for desert monasticism. In the Life of 
Lazaros,	the	saint	is	taken	to	St.	Sabas	by	a	member	of	the	Spoudaion	community	
at	Jerusalem.7	Such	connections	underlie	the	coupling,	in	the	Life of Lazaros,	of	
the specific episode of the destruction of the Anastasis and the more general assault 
on	monasteries	and	churches	in	Palestine.	
Although Gregory’s perspective reflects the wider concerns of monasticism, 
the specific practice of robbing the Sepulchre, as described in his account of 
the	 destruction	 of	 the	Anastasis,	 bears	 further	 examination.	 Let	 us	 consider,	 in	
comparison	with	Gregory	the	Cellarer,	Baudri	of	Bourgeuil’s	account	of	Urban	II’s	
preaching	at	Clermont.	Baudri	is	the	only	Western	chronicler	to	mention	the	holy	
fire ceremony in the Holy Sepulchre, which he makes Urban II single out as an 
example	of	the	centrality	to	Christendom	of	the	shrine,	and	which,	as	we	have	seen,	
formed	 a	 crucial	 part	 of	 Melkite	 identity.	 Moreover,	 his	 charge	 that	 the	 Seljuqs	
robbed pilgrims of their money is linked specifically to the Holy Sepulchre: 
De	sepulchro	dominico	 ideo	reminisce	supersedimus,	quoniam	quidam	vestrum	oculis	
vestris	vidistis	quantae	abominationi	 traditum	sit.	 Inde	violenter	abstrahant	Turci	quas	
pro eleemosyna illuc multotiens intulistis oblations; ibi nimirum multas et innumeras 
religioni	nostrae	ingerunt	irrisiones.7
Here	Baudri,	in	suggesting	a	systematic	looting	of	the	shrine,	differs	from	Albert	
of	Aachen,	 who	 accuses	 the	 Turks	 simply	 of	 stealing	 from	 pilgrims.	 The	 only	
other	reference	to	this	practice	is	the	description	in	Gregory’s	Life of Lazaros. The	
two	accounts	by	no	means	say	the	same	thing.	The	Seljuq	authorities	in	Baudri’s	
account	 apparently	 had	 no	 intention	 of	 destroying	 the	 shrine	 or	 the	 church,	 but	
simply	of	exploiting	the	economic	aspects	of	pilgrimage.	Given	that	the	robbing	of	
the	shrine	is	attested	in	no	other	source,	however,	it	is	worth	looking	more	closely	
at	 the	 reportage	of	 these	events.	How	did	Baudri	acquire	 this	detail?	Whether	 it	




7	 Life of Lazaros,	pp.	9–96.







doubtful.	 Lazaros’s	 immediate	 reputation	 within	 the	 provincial	 Church	 of	 Asia	
Minor	after	his	death	in	053	was	far	from	secure,	and	the	Life remained	relatively	




not	 used	 by	 crusade	 chroniclers	 as	 a	 rallying	 cry	 for	 retaliation,	 the	 upsurge	 of	
pilgrimages	from	the	West	in	the	eleventh	century	seems	to	attest	to	an	increased	
interest	 in	 the	 shrine	 itself.7	 It	 has	 recently	 been	 demonstrated,	 moreover,	 that	
after the destruction of 1009 the shrine was rebuilt significantly earlier than the 
traditionally	accepted	date	of	09,	and	that	it	was	in	use	again	by	pilgrims	during	









the ninth century to the eve of the First Crusade and beyond, but also influencing 
the	 way	 in	 which	Western	 chroniclers	 writing	 just	 after	 the	 crusade	 present	 the	
historical	context	that	they	describe.	
Let	us,	then,	examine	the	charges	made	by	Western	chroniclers	against	the	Turks	
in more detail. The specific grievances in Albert of Aachen’s account, with which 
we	started,	are	the	enforced	taxation	of	indigenous	Christians,	the	use	of	churches	
73	 Life of Lazaros,	pp.	–5
7	 John	France,	“The	Destruction	of	Jerusalem	and	the	First	Crusade,”	Journal of Ecclesiastical 
History	7	(996),	–7,	argues	that	the	dearth	of	contemporary	written	reports	in	the	West	indicates	a	
fundamental lack of interest; but see now Colin Morris, The Sepulchre of Christ in the Medieval West	
(Oxford,	005),	pp.	3–39.	To	the	 two	well-known	Western	chroniclers	who	report	 the	destruction,	
Ralph	Glaber	 and	Adémar	of	Chabannes,	we	can	add	 the	Chronique de Saint Pierre le Vif de Sens,	
ed.	and	trans.	Robert	H.	Bautier	(Paris,	979),	p.	07.	The	so-called	“Encyclical	of	Pope	Sergius	IV”,	
which	refers	to	the	destruction	as	a	casus belli, and	which	was	long	thought	to	be	a	forgery	of	ca.	095	
(Alexander	 Gieysztor,	 “The	 Genesis	 of	 the	 Crusades:	The	 Encyclical	 of	 Sergius	 IV,”	 Medievalia et 
Humanistica 5	(99),	–3,	and	6	(950),	3–3),	has	been	reconsidered	by	Hans	M.	Schaller,	“Zur	
Kreuzzugsenzyklika	Papst	Sergius	 IV,”	 in	Papsttum, Kirche und Recht im Mittelalter. Festschrift für 
Horst Fuhrmann,	ed.	Hubert	Mordek (Tübingen,	99),	pp.	35–5,	who	argues	that	it	is	genuinely	a	
document	of	0.
75	 Martin	 Biddle,	 The Tomb of Christ,	 pp.	 7–8.	 On	 his	 pilgrimage	 to	 Jerusalem	 in	 06–7,	
Richard	of	Saint-Vannes	 appears	 to	 have	 celebrated	Easter	 normally	 in	 the	Anastasis	 church,	which	
must	therefore	have	already	been	rebuilt,	Hugh	of	Flavigny,	Chronicon	II,	,	MGH	8:39–96.	Ralph	








as	 stables,	 the	 physical	 maltreatment	 of	 Christians,	 and	 the	 extortion	 of	 money	
from	pilgrims.	How	does	this	list	compare	with	the	charges	levelled	at	the	Turks	
by	other	Latin	chroniclers	 in	 their	accounts	of	 the	Seljuq	persecution	of	Eastern	
Christians,	and	with	the	rhetoric	of	Greek	sources	going	back	as	far	as	the	ninth	
century?	Torture,	 including	 disembowelling,	 is	 mentioned	 by	 Robert	 the	 Monk,	
Baudri	 of	 Bourgeuil	 and	 Guibert	 of	 Nogent.76	 In	 Guibert’s	 chronicle	 and	 in	 the	




taxes	 is	mentioned	by	Guibert,	 and,	much	 later,	 by	William	of	Tyre,78	while	 the	
Cormery	Translatio	and	Robert	also	speak	of	the	general	depopulation	and	exile	




Holy Sepulchre, and his specific interest in this shrine is confirmed by mention of 







of Turkish atrocities mention the shrines of Jerusalem specifically are Ekkehard of 
Aura	and	Baudri	of	Bourgeuil.	Ekkehard’s	account,	placing	the	Turkish	subjection	
of	 Eastern	 Christians	 within	 a	 broader	 context	 of	 warfare,	 plague	 and	 famine,	







76	 Robert	the	Monk,	Historia Hierosolymitana	I,	RHC Oc 3:727–28; Baudri of Bourgeuil, Historia 
Jerosolymitana	 IV,	 RHC Oc 4:12–13; Guibert of Nogent, Gesta Dei per Francos,	 I,	 v,	 ed.	 R.B.C.	
Huygens,	CCCM	7A	(Turnhout,	996),	0–.
















on horrors inflicted on the population as a whole. Up to a point, this may reflect 
a	 realization	 that	matters	 had	become	worse	under	 the	Seljuqs	 since	 the	middle	
of the century; however, just as we saw an elision in the Greek polemic between 
Fatimids	and	Seljuqs,	so	the	crusade	chroniclers	were	aware	that	their	complaints	
against	 the	Seljuqs	could	be	corroborated	by	 the	anecdotal	evidence	of	pilgrims	
who	 had	 suffered	 under	 the	 Fatimid	 regime.	 Fulk	 III	 of	Anjou	 was	 victimized	
by the door-keepers at the Holy Sepulchre during one of his three pilgrimages; 
Richard	of	Saint-Vanne	was	stoned	by	a	hostile	crowd	in	Jerusalem	in	07,	while	
the same happened to Ulric of Breisgau at the Jordan in ca. 1040; in 1055 Lietbert 
of	Cambrai’s	pilgrimage	was	disrupted	by	the	Seljuq	closure	of	roads	to	Christian	
pilgrims.83	The	perception	that	Seljuq	hostility	to	pilgrims	had	been	a	cause	of	the	





The emotive language of the chroniclers who were writing specifically about the 
crusade	 is	also	found	 in	other	sources	 in	which	 it	plays	only	a	marginal	 role,	or	
forms	 part	 of	 the	 general	 background	 of	 events.	 Thus,	 the	 Cormery	 Translatio,	
which	was	written	 to	explain	how	certain	 relics	came	 into	 the	possession	of	 the	
monastery	 of	 Cormery,	 and	 the	 Chronicon	 of	 Bernold	 of	 Saint-Blaise,	 which	
mentions	Clermont	only	in	passing,	both	report	the	fear	that	the	Turks	had	“all	but	
annihilated	the	Church	in	those	regions,”	which	included	all	the	lands	as	far	as	the	
walls	of	Constantinople	itself.85 So fear of Turkish depredations was not confined 
to	crusade	preaching	or	to	the	later	rationalization	of	crusading,	but	was	evidently	
part	of	a	more	widespread	attitude.
This	 attitude,	 furthermore,	 was	 partly	 shaped	 by	 Western	 contacts	 with	 the	
Byzantine	Empire	before	095.	The	Cormery	Translatio,	for	example,	demonstrates	
a	 degree	 of	 accurate	 Western	 clerical	 knowledge	 of	 events	 in	 the	 Empire.	
Guillermus,	a	monk	of	Cormery,	was	in	Constantinople	and	Nicomedia	soon	after	
090,	 after	which	he	went	on	as	 far	 as	 Jerusalem	and	 returned	with	 relics	 from	
8	 Baudri,	Historia, pp.	–3.	Both	Ekkehard	and	Baudri,	 like	Albert,	 include	 the	detail	 about	
churches	becoming	stabula, but	Ekkehard	uses	the	word	in	the	more	general	sense	of	a	storehouse	by	
specifying	the	weaponry	kept	in	the	church	of	the	Nativity.	
83	 Chronica de gestis consulum Andegavorum,	 ed.	 Louis	 Halphen	 and	 René	 Poupardin	 (Paris,	
1913), pp. 50–51; Hugh of Flavigny, Chronicon, 394–97; Vita sancti Udalrici prioris Cellensis,	MGH	
12:255–56; AASS Junii 4:597–99.
8	 Gil,	History of Palestine,	p.	608.






the	 Holy	 Sepulchre,	 the	 tomb	 of	 the	 Blessed	Virgin	 and	 the	 tomb	 of	 Lazarus.86	
The	brief	account	of	Turkish	atrocities	in	the	Translatio,	therefore,	which	is	given	
in	 the	context	of	a	 tearful	plea	by	Alexios	Komnenos	 to	 the	West,	was	probably	




















concerned, in part, financial subsidies for Jerusalem’s indigenous Christians in the 
wake	of	these	disruptions.	The	involvement	of	the	caliph	was	presumably	sought	in	








evidence	 of	 the	 twelfth-century	 writer	 Michael	 the	 Syrian,	 that	 the	 widespread	
86	 Acta translationis,	pp.	77–78.
87	 Charles	 H.	 Haskins,	 “A	 Canterbury	 monk	 at	 Constantinople”,	 English Historical Review	 5	
(1910), 295; Krijne Ciggaar, “Une description de Constantinople dans le Tarragonensis 55,” Revue des 
Etudes Byzantines	53	(995),	7–0.
88	 Qualiter tabula S. Basilii continens in se magnam dominici ligni portionem Cluniacum delata 
fuerit tempore Pontii abbatis,	RHC Oc	5:95–98.
89	 Einhard,	Vie de Charlemagne, XVI,	XXVII,	ed.	and	trans.	Louis	Halphen,	th	ed.	(Paris,	967),	
pp.	6–8,	78.











background	 to	 the	mission	of	 the	St.	Sabas	monk	George,	who	was	 sent	by	 the	
patriarch	of	Jerusalem	to	North	Africa	to	raise	alms	from	the	Christian	communities	
there,	and	who	continued	on	to	Spain,	where	he	was	martyred	in	the	850s.9	The	





is also explained by the financial need of the Church of Jerusalem.9




traditions	 centred	 around	 the	 re-enactment	 of	 the	 Passion	 narrative	 at	 Easter	 in	
purpose-built	“copies”	of	the	Sepulchre	in	Jerusalem.95	Liturgical	recollections	of	
Jerusalem	are	also	attested	by	 the	consistent	presence	 in	Western	sacramentaries	
and	missals	 of	 the	 celebration	of	 the	 two	 feasts	 associated	with	 the	True	Cross,	
the	 Invention	 (3	 May)	 and	 Exaltation	 (	 September),	 from	 the	 ninth	 century	
onward.96	One	 such	collection,	 the	 late	 eleventh-	or	 early	 twelfth-century	Ripoll	
9	 The Continuatio of the Samaritan Chronicle of Abu l-Fath al-Samiri,	ed.	and	trans.	Milka	Levy-
Rubin,	Studies	in	Late	Antiquity	and	Early	Islam	0	(Princeton,	NJ,	00),	pp.	80–90,	including,	at	p.	
90,	 the	report	 that	Christians	were	prohibited	from	sounding	the	wooden	clapper	 that	announced	the	
daily offices; La chronique de Michel le Syrien, patriarche Jacobite d’Antioche,	 ed.	 and	 trans.	 J.-B.	
Chabot,		vols.	(Paris,	899–9),	3:03.
9	 Levy-Rubin	and	Kedar,	“A	Spanish	Source	on	Mid-Ninth	Century	Mar	Saba,”	pp.	63–7.
93	 Shlomo	D.	Goitein,	“Evidence	on	the	Muslim	Poll	Tax	from	Non-Muslim	Sources,”	Journal of 
the Economic and Social History of the Orient 6 (1963), 278–95; Milka Levy-Rubin, “New Evidence 
Relating	to	the	Process	of	Islamicization	in	Palestine	in	the	Early	Muslim	Period:	the	Case	of	Samaria,”	
Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient	3	(000),	57–76.
9	 RHGF, 9:294–96; Vita Sancti Symeonis,	 in	Acta Sanctorum	 (see	note	9)	June	:87.	Symeon	
travelled	back	to	Normandy	with	the	pilgrimage	of	Richard	of	Saint-Vanne.
95	 Colin	Morris,	The Sepulchre of Christ,	pp.	90–33.	
96	 For	 prayers	 for	 these	 feasts	 occurring	 in	 liturgical	 collections,	 see	 Corpus Orationum,	 ed.	
Edmond	 Eugène	 Moeller,	 Jean-Marie	 Clément	 and	 Bertrand	 C.T.	Wallant,	 3	 vols.,	 CCSL	 60	A-L	
(Turnhout,	99–003),	:83–8.	The	collections	 in	which	 the	prayers	occur	 include	some	 from	 the	
eleventh	century,	for	example,	The	Leofric	Missal	(parts	of	which	date	from	050–7),	the	Missal	of	
St.	Augustine,	Canterbury	 (late	eleventh	or	early	 twelfth	century),	 the	Missal	of	Robert	of	 Jumièges	
(03–7),	 the	 Sacramentary	 of	 Hugh,	 bishop	 of	 Nevers	 (03–66),	 the	 Ripoll	 Sacramentary	 (late	
eleventh	or	early	twelfth	century),	the	Benevantan	Missal	of	Canosa	(eleventh	century),	the	Manuale 









Sacramentary,	also	has	a	 separate	votive	Mass	de sancto sepulcro,	which	surely	
attests	 to	a	 liturgical	piety	 in	which	 the	holy	places	were	becoming	 increasingly	
central.97
In	 Benedictine	 spirituality	 in	 particular,	 the	 Church	 of	 Jerusalem	 played	 an	
increasingly	important	role.	Thomas,	patriarch	of	Jerusalem,	was	remembered	in	
the	fraternity	book	of	St.	Peter’s,	Salzburg.98	Benedictine	abbots	were	prominent	
pilgrims	 to	 Jerusalem	 in	 the	 eleventh	 century,	 and	 an	 increasing	 interest	 in	 the	
affairs	of	the	Church	of	Jerusalem	is	evident	in	the	Benedictine	chroniclers	Ralph	
Glaber	 and	Adémar	 of	 Chabannes	 –	 who	 was	 himself	 a	 pilgrim	 to	 Jerusalem.99	
Some	monks	from	Monte	Cassino	at	the	beginning	of	the	eleventh	century	knew	




the	West	with	appeals	 for	aid	 to	complete	 the	second	phase	of	 rebuilding	of	 the	
Anastasis	Church.0	Pilgrimages,	moreover,	yielded	not	only	personal	memories	
to	be	shared	with	communities	back	 in	 the	West	but	 relics,	 such	as	 the	piece	of	





founded churches dedicated to the Holy Sepulchre; sometimes, as in the case of 
Wyno’s	church	at	Busdorf,	even	the	measurements	were	copied	from	the	original	
in	Jerusalem.0
The holy fire ceremony was certainly known in Benedictine communities before 
the	First	Crusade:	 it	was	described,	 for	example,	 in	Hugh	of	Flavigny’s	account	
of	 Richard	 of	 Saint-Vanne’s	 pilgrimage.05 It is not surprising to find that the 
Benedictine	chroniclers	of	the	crusade,	Guibert	of	Nogent	and	Baudri	of	Bourgeuil,	
97	 For	prayers	from	this	votive	mass,	see	Corpus Orationum, CCSL 160, IV, 241; V, 49; VI, 87; 
IX,	p.	36.	
98	 Michael	 Borgolte,	 Der Gesandtenaustausch der Karolinger mit den Abbasiden und mit den 
Patriarchen von Jerusalem	(Munich,	976),	pp.	90–9.
99	 Schein,	Gateway to the Heavenly City, p. 125; Riley-Smith, The First Crusaders, pp. 30–31; 
Richard	 Landes,	 Relics, Apocalypse and the Deceits of History: Adémar of Chabannes 989–1034	
(Cambridge,	MA,	995),	pp.	30–7,	30–,	36–7.
00	 Leo	Marsicanus,	Chronicon Casinensis II,	MGH	7:8,	30.	For	other	examples	of	such	contacts,	
see	Bernard	Hamilton	and	Patricia	A.	McNulty,	“Orientale lumen et magistra latinitas: Greek Influences 












mention	 the	miracle	–	Baudri,	 indeed,	makes	Urban	 II	 evoke	 it	 as	 a	 sign	of	 the	












have	been	 the	crucial	voice	 in	maintaining	the	 literary	and	 theological	 traditions	
of	 St.	 Sabas	 beyond	 the	 last	 great	 Greek	 writers	 of	 the	 eighth	 century,	 John	 of	
Damascus	 and	 Stephen	 the	 Sabaite.08 In an age when Byzantine influence 
in	 Palestine	 was	 on	 the	 wane,	 Theodore	 looked	 to	 Rome	 as	 the	 determinant	 of	
theological	 orthodoxy.	 In	 his	 treatise	 On the Law, the Gospel and Orthodoxy,	
for	example,	he	argued	that	St.	Peter	was	the	foundation	of	the	Church,	and	that	





the	apostles.0	In	another	treatise,	On the Death of Christ,	he	asserts:	“our	recourse	
is	simply	to	build	ourselves	on	the	foundations	of	St	Peter,	who	administered	the	
holy councils that were convened by order of the bishop of Rome … whoever is 
established	on	her	throne	is	the	one	entrusted	by	Christ	to	turn	to	the	people	of	the	
Church with his ecumenical council …”	Gregory	VII	himself	could	not	have	put	
it more succinctly. As Griffith has pointed out, it is no coincidence that Theodore 
was	writing	at	around	 the	 time	 that	 the	patriarchs	of	Jerusalem	were	developing	
06	 William	of	Malmesbury,	Gesta regum Anglorum	IV,	367,	ed.	Roger	A.B.	Mynors,	Rodney	M.	
Thomson	 and	 Michael	 Winterbottom,	 	 vols.	 (Oxford,	 998–99),	 :6–3.	 William,	 perceptively,	
wonders	 whether	 the	 miracle	 began	 before	 the	 Arab	 invasion,	 but	 says	 that	 his	 earliest	 source	 is	
Bernard.	
07	 Cowdrey,	“The	Reform	Papacy	and	the	Origins	of	the	First	Crusade,”	pp.	69–7.
08	 For example, Sidney Griffith, “Greek into Arabic: Life and Letters in the Monasteries of 
Palestine	in	the	Ninth	Century.	The	Example	of	the	Summa Theologica Arabica,”	Byzantion	56	(986),	
7–38.
09	 Un traité des oeuvres arabes de Théodore Abou-Kurra, évêque de Haran,	ed.	Constantin	Bacha	
(Tripoli,	905),	pp.	3–6.














Given	 these	 precedents,	 the	 notion	 that	 the	 Church	 of	 Jerusalem	 may	 have	
appealed	directly	to	the	West	in	the	late	eleventh	century	becomes	less	inherently	
implausible.	There	is	no	doubt	that	channels	of	communication	were	open	between	








The	 version	 of	 events	 reported	 by	Albert	 of	Aachen,	 in	 which	 the	 patriarch	 of	
Jerusalem	appealed	directly	to	Peter	the	Hermit,	need	not	mean	that	we	deny	any	
role	 to	Alexios	Komnenos	 in	mobilizing	Western	military	aid	 for	 the	reconquest	
of	Asia	Minor.	Nor	would	I	wish	to	argue	that	applying	a	military solution	to	the	
problems	 faced	 by	 the	 indigenous	 Christians	 was	 not	 a	 genuinely	 revolutionary	
move	on	the	part	of	the	papacy.	There	is	no	indication	in	the	sources	representing	
the	perspectives	of	indigenous	Christians	of	the	Holy	Land	from	the	eighth	century	
to	 the	 late	 eleventh	 that	 holy	 war,	 or	 any	 form	 of	 military	 conquest,	 was	 seen	
as	 a	 possible	 solution	 to	 the	 problems	 experienced	 by	 Christians.	 However,	 the	
long	and	sporadic	history	of	violence	offered	to	the	Holy	Sepulchre	and	Christian	
monasticism	in	the	Holy	Land,	and	the	resultant	evolution	of	a	distinctive	identity	
on	 the	 part	 of	 the	 indigenous	 Christians,	 should	 suggest	 to	 us	 that	 the	 focus	 of	
holy	 war	 on	 Jerusalem	 in	 095–99	 represents	 not	 only	 the	 direction	of	Western	
piety,	 but	 also	 the	 success	of	 the	 indigenous	Church	 in	 Jerusalem	 in	making	 its	
case	 heard.	 So,	 far	 from	 being	 passive	 spectators	 of	 the	 events	 of	 095–99,	 the	
indigenous	Christians	surely	understood	the	First	Crusade	as	a	forceful	response	to	
the	perceived	crisis	of	Christianity	under	Seljuq	rule.
	 Griffith, “What has Constantinople to do with Jerusalem?,” p. 193.
3	 Bernard	 Hamilton,	 The Latin Church in the Crusader States. The Secular Church	 (London,	
980),	pp.	–6.
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